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ABSTRACT

The Electric-powered general aviation aircraft, DA-II, represents a major step forward in
environmentally friendly vehicle technology. DA-II has been designed to provide clean, quiet, and convenient
service for civilian air travel.
Electric propulsion was chosen for several reasons. First, by not using an internal combustion engine,
the aircraft can greatly reduce air pollution. The electric propulsion is also quiet compared to conventional
internal combustion engines. The final reason for choosing electric propulsion is to explore the feasibility of
this technology in a commercially viable single propeller aircraft.
The basic design philosophy behind the DA-II is to build an easily maintainable, efficient aircraft that
could be used in general aviation. Due to its high specific energy density, i.e., the amount of energy stored in a
given system or region of space per unit volume or mass depending on the context, a proton exchange
membrane (PEM) hydrogen fuel cell system is used as the primary power plant for the DA-II. In order to better
understand the design and performance tradeoffs for a hydrogen fuel cell and its feasibility on electric
powered aircraft, a conceptual design study of a small-scale aircraft is performed.
A propulsion system consisting of a liquid cooled PEM fuel cell with cryogenic liquid hydrogen storage
powering a single electric pusher propeller motor is chosen. The aerodynamic configuration consists of a highaspect ratio un-tapered wing and fuselage with single T-tail. Several aircraft design trade studies are done and
the most efficient parameters for the DA-II aircraft are chosen.
The results showed that the electric powered aircraft is feasible. However, the analysis also showed
that a design of an electric powered aircraft using fuel cell energy did not produce the best aircraft design for
either long range or long endurance. Technology is still immature for these high expectations. Additional
improvements in energy storage density are needed to achieve the performance needed for strong market
acceptance.
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A

= Aspect Ratio (span /reference area, applied to wings and tails)

APU

= Auxiliary Power Unit

B

= Wing Span

CL

= Wing Lift Coefficient

CDo

= Parasitic Drag Coefficient

Cfe

= Equivalent Skin Friction Coefficient

CRoot

= Root Cord

CTIP

= Tip Cord

CVT

= Vertical Tail Coefficient

CHT

= Horizontal Tail Coefficient

Cps

= Power Specific Fuel Consumption

C

= Specific Fuel Consumption

CAD

= Computer-Aided Design

CFD

= Computational Fluid Dynamics

CG

= Center of Gravity (mass)

FAR

= Federal Aviation Regulations (USA equivalent of JAR)

q

= Dynamic Pressure

K

= Drag Due-to-Lift Factor

L/D

= Lift-to-Drag Ratio

LHT

= Horizontal Tail Arm

LVT

= Vertical Tail Arm

L

= Fuselage Length

LE

=Leading Edge (wing or tail)

M

= Mach Number
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MAC  

= Mean Aerodynamic Cord

Ps

= Specific Excess Power

psf

= Pounds Per Square Foot

P/W

= Power-to-Weight Ratio of Aircraft (engine power/Wo)

SFC

= Specific Fuel Consumption

Swet/Sref

= Wetted Area Ratio

S

= Wing Area

SHT

= Horizontal Tail Area

SVT

= Vertical Tail Area

T/W

= Thrust-to-Weight Ratio

t/c

= Airfoil thickness/chord length

TE

=Trailing Edge (wing or tail)

WTO

= Aircraft Takeoff Gross Weight

W/S

= Wing loading (weight/area)

We

= Empty Weight

Wo

= Calculated Takeoff Weight

Wf

= Fuel Weight

Wpayload

= Payload Weight

ηp

= Propeller Efficiency
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CHAPTER I
Introduction and General Information
The ability to produce an environmentally clean aircraft with useful performance would have
significant market potential due to the growing interest in environmentally friendly technology. One way
to achieve this capability would be to use an electric motor instead of an internal combustion engine.
There have been several attempts to achieve this capability. In each of these cases, the performance of
the electric aircraft was extremely limited and impractical for the commercial market (Ref: 1).
However, there have been substantial improvements in electric power technology that indicate
that it may be possible to produce a commercially viable electric-powered aircraft. Therefore, the overall
objective of this thesis is to determine the feasibility of using electric-powered technology in a two
passenger general aviation aircraft.
The electric aircraft is an aircraft that uses an electric motor rather than an internal combustion
engine, with electricity coming from fuel cells, solar cells, ultra capacitors, power beaming, and/or
batteries. The electric aircraft, DA-II, described in this thesis is powered by fuel cells and solar cells. The
advantages of this electric aircraft include increased safety due to decreased chance of mechanical failure,
less noise, along with environmental benefits associated with the potential elimination of consumption of
fossil fuels and resultant emissions.
In this thesis, fuel cells were selected to provide the main electrical power. Fuel cells generate
electricity from an electrochemical reaction. There are several different types of fuel cells but they are all
based on a common design. Hydrogen and fuel cell power technologies have now reached the point
where they can be exploited to initiate a new era of propulsion systems for light aircraft and small
commuter aircraft.
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The efficiency of these environmentally friendly fuel cells is dependent on the amount of power
drawn from them. DA-II has to be able to reach a useful cruising speed with this. This means that the
lower the power drawn, the better the efficiency. This would call for a large fuel cell, for a given power
requirement, for the optimum efficiency. Since large fuel cells also increase aircraft size and its power
requirement, there is a trade-off between fuel cell size and efficiency. Typical efficiency of the fuel cells
ranges from 50 to 70 percent while internal combustion engines have the efficiency between 24 and 40
percent.
There are also some disadvantages having an electric powered aircraft. One of these is decreased
range, due to limitations on energy storage density, e.g., the amount of energy that may be stored for the
same amount of mass. However, the range can be increased by adding other technologies. For example,
adding solar cells to the aircraft's body may improve performance or the aircraft could incorporate
soaring techniques to recharge the system using energy from atmospheric thermals.
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a conceptual design of a manned aircraft that
demonstrates the potential of using electric-powered propulsion technology. Key to this capability is the
performance of energy storage devices. Various types of these systems have been studied in detail and
are described in Chapter II. Following this discussion, the development of the DA-II conceptual design is
described in Chapter III, along with the performance calculations for this aircraft.
Future aviation may require a substantial and increasing proportion of motor vehicles to be
environmentally friendly. This thesis work has shown that the development of lightweight and
inexpensive electric propelled aircraft is feasible.
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CHAPTER II
Mission Definition and Requirements
This thesis is focused on developing the preliminary design for a new aircraft propulsion system
that uses electricity instead of gasoline to drive the propeller. To maximize the performance, it was
decided to design a new aircraft instead of converting one of the existing airplanes to electric power. The
ultimate goal for this was to create a new type of aircraft which flies pollution free. To achieve this, it was
necessary to use electric power systems based on a high performance energy storage technology (Ref: 2 ).
Initial market studies indicate that there is a market for a high performance general aviation
aircraft based on an electric drive train. To meet the needs of this market, there are a number of essential
requirements for the aircraft (Ref: 3 ):
•

The aircraft should have performance as good as existing aircraft.

•

The cost to acquire the aircraft should be competitive with existing aircraft.

•

Maintenance and operational cost should be less than existing aircraft.

•

Support infrastructure at airports should be reasonable to install.

•

Aircraft should be easy to fly with good handling characteristics.

•

Excellent pilot visibility should be essential.

•

Aircraft should be aesthetically attractive.

Such an aircraft would need to meet the detailed requirements listed in Table1. This table
includes two sets of requirements.

The requirements listed in the goal column represent the

performance targets that would maximize the market potential of the aircraft. The values listed in the
threshold column represent the requirements that must be met to achieve market viability. An overview
of the mission profile for the aircraft is shown in the mission profile section below.
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Table 1: Electric aircraft mission requirements

Goal

Threshold

Source

2 -4 persons

2 persons

(Ref: 4 )

160 kts

120 kts

(Ref: 4)

Range

1000 nmi

500 nmi

(Ref: 4)

Climb rate

1500 ft/s

750 ft/s

(Ref: 4)

Maximum altitude

20,000 ft

8,000 ft

(Ref: 4)

Takeoff distance

800 ft

1300 ft

FAR 23

Landing distance

1000 ft

1500 ft

FAR 23

Payload
Max Cruise Speed

This aircraft is designed with a baseline capacity to carry two passengers or crew. However, to
maximize the market potential, the design will accommodate growth into a four passenger version. The
baseline aircraft will be designed to land on conventional runways, though a future version may include
water landing capability, if there is a sufficient market demand.
The critical part of this aircraft design is the electric propulsion system. The initial design goal
was to be able to fly at least 1000 nautical miles nonstop, with only electric power. While this range is
modest when compared with internal combustion (IC) engine performance, the range is reasonable
considering the market need and technological limitations. However, the electric propulsion system may
provide other advantages because of the ability to distribute the components of the electric system. For
example, the blunt nose profile and cooling air intakes of a conventional internal combustion tractor
engine layout might be avoided by arranging the fuel cell components behind the cockpit while keeping
the electric motor and propeller in front of the cockpit. This arrangement could deliver reduced drag and
improve the aircraft performance.
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Due to the technical challenge of the electric propulsion system, the overall design strategy
used in this effort was to avoid developmental work in other technical areas. Once the integration of the
electric propulsion system into the aircraft has been successfully achieved, these kinds of considerations
will be addressed. This will help ensure that the benefits from the development of the new power system
can be separated from other innovations. A consequence of this approach is that except for the detailed
positioning of the electric propulsion system components, the aircraft layout and structure follow similar
lines to existing general aviation aircraft.
Although it may be hard to achieve the same high performance provided by IC engines with
today’s level of technology, electric-powered aircraft do offer many other benefits. These include
dramatic improvements in reliability and safety, lower maintenance and total lifecycle costs. Additionally,
significant improvements in environmental compatibility such as noise, emissions and fuel, improved
performance, and improvements in ease of operation and passenger comfort can be achieved. The
reliability and safety are certainly the biggest benefits. With fewer moving parts, for example a single
motor armature instead of an IC engine with numerous pieces, electrically powered aircraft should be far
less susceptible to engine failure.
Initially, performance of conventional IC planes, particularly overall range, will be difficult to
match. However, in terms of total available peak power per pound, electric motors have a huge benefit
over gasoline engines. For a similar power rating, the electric motor can weigh significantly less than a
comparable gasoline engine and produce significantly more peak power. This is due to the much higher
operation efficiency and short term over-power potential of electric motors, allowing them to produce up
to 300 percent of rated power for short durations, critical for takeoff, rapid climb and missed approaches.
Electric motors will also offer dramatically better performance at altitude because they do not breathe air
and do not suffer from loss of power at high altitude. However, some electric storage technologies such as
fuel cells may have altitude issues.
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Mission Profile
The mission profile can be broken down into a number of mission phases as it can be seen below
in Figure1. The electric aircraft mission is conventional in nature and consists of taxi and take off followed
by a gentle climb to cruise altitude. The aircraft will then cruise for the mission duration, then descend
and land.

•

a – Engine start

•

b – Taxi

•

c – Take-off

•

d – Climb

•

e – Cruise

•

f – Descend

•

g – Landing, taxi and shut down

Figure 1: Typical mission profile for civil aircraft (Ref: 4)
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Similar Aircraft Comparison
As the first step in the preliminary design process, a series of existing aircraft were identified
according to their low weight, range similarity and 2-4 crew/passenger capability. While these aircraft are
not an exact match for the envisioned mission, they do provide guidance on the state-of-the-art in aircraft
capabilities. The performance capabilities of these references aircraft are shown in Table 2. The list below
is not intended to be a recommendation of the best designs or of preferred configurations.
Using average of these sample aircraft data in Table 2, a nominal takeoff weight, WTO, of
approximately 1750 lbs was determined.

However, the envisioned aircraft will take advantage of

advanced composite structure technology, which is expected to reduce the WTO by 20 percent (Wcomposite /
Wmetal). While electric propulsion technology could eventually provide better performance than
conventional gas engine technology, the technology is relatively immature so it is expected that the initial
system will be heavier, indicating that the WTO should be increased by 5 percent. These factors combine
to produce a target WTO of about 1500 lbs. Refined weight estimations are covered in Chapter III.
Table 2: Survey of existing aircraft (Ref: 4, vol.1, p.33)

No

Type

Gross T.O. WTO
(lbs)

Empty W. We
(lbs)

Max.Internal
Fuel W. WMIF
(lbs)

Range (nm)

1

Cesna 152

1650

1112

229

414

2

Super cub
PA18-150

1750

930

211

400

3

Rallye 125

1852

1125

149

590

4

Z50 L

1587

1256

93

300

5

Varga 2150 A
Kachina

1817

1125

205

525

6

Beagle B121-2
Pup

1900

1090

169

550
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Propulsion System
As indicated by Table 2, the general requirements for the new aircraft are consistent with the
capabilities of conventional aircraft. This means that conventional technologies and sizing trends can be
used in the preliminary design of the new aircraft. However, one requirement requires special
consideration and an extensive technology trade study. The requirement to use an electric motor to drive
the aircraft propeller has major implications to the design of the new aircraft.
Based on the initial sizing of the aircraft, the relationship between required maximum electric
motor power, the aircraft weight and the various maximum air speeds is shown in Figure 2. This is
calculated using following equation for the initial estimate of the power requirement (Ref: 5 & 16, p.90).







2.1

where a and c are the constant terms which depend on type of design. For this design, they are given as
0.025 and 0.22 for the single engine aircraft. For the 1500 lb aircraft, this means that DA-II needs to use
approximately between 85 kW for minimum threshold motor power and 90 kW for power goal to meet
the respective cruise speed requirements of 120 kts and 160 kts.
To achieve the threshold range of 500 nmi or the goal range of 1000 nmi, the motor power
requirements mean that the aircraft must be capable of storing between 1828 MJ and 3662 MJ of total
energy of hydrogen, assuming the engine has an efficiency of 94 percent, propeller has an efficiency of 85
percent, the fuel cell has an efficiency of 70 percent and liquid hydrogen energy conversion efficiency is
83 percent. The airspeed was assumed to be 160 kts.
Example: For 1500lb aircraft and 160 kt airspeed, power requirement is about 90 kW. According
to that, one hour flight requires energy of 324 MJ. Range of 500 nm with the speed of 160 kt lasts 3.125
hours of flight.
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Power Required vs Maximum Air Speed
175
150

Power Required-Preq (kW)

125
100
75
50

W=1500 lb
W=2000 lb

25

W=2500 lb
0
0

25

50
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100
125
150
Maximum Velocity - kts

175

200

225

Figure 2: Weight trends for single engine propeller driven airplanes (Ref: 5 )
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2.3

R in eqn. (2.3) refers to range. However, considering aircraft motor efficiency of 94 percent, propeller
efficiency of 85 percent and fuel cell efficiency of 70 percent, the total efficiency is about 60 percent.

   

!""

#"""

Then the energy requirement is calculated with the following equation.
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2.4

# %  /

2.5

The energy requirement increased to 540 MJ per hour. This is the amount of fuel cell stacks the aircraft
must have on board. Then, for the amount of energy, the fuel cell weight is calculated. Assuming 5kW of
fuel cell weights 12 lb which is the lightest fuel cell in the market (Ref: 21), then 540 MJ/h or 150 kW.hr
requires 360 lb of stacks of fuel cell. However, the liquid hydrogen is required for the fuel cells to operate.
The liquid hydrogen energy conversion efficiency is 83 percent.
'(  

" .'(

2.6

According to the result obtained, the aircraft requires about 645 MJ/hr energy of liquid hydrogen to
complete its one hour flight (Ref: 6). Then, liquid hydrogen weight is calculated using the equation below.
The heat of combustion for hydrogen is 142 MJ/kg.

! * !



# %
/142 MJ/kg

2.6

The result is 4.5 kg or 9.9 lb, to operate the airplane for 1 hour. Multiplying the time requires for range of
500 nautical miles with this result, total liquid hydrogen amount is obtained. Assuming 3 hours, then the
total amount of hydrogen is 29 lb. Next, to find the tank volume for cryogenic hydrogen, following
calculation is done. At barometric pressure, 1 atmosphere is 4.2 lb per cubic feet. Dividing the hydrogen
weight, found earlier, with this value, tank volume is determined; 2.3 cubic feet of hydrogen for one hour
flight. Fuel cell and hydrogen concept is explained in detail in Chapter III using the equations from D.
Raymer and M. Dudley (Ref: 5 & 6). Comparing this with the available electrical energy storage
technologies shown in Figure 3 clearly indicates that conventional batteries and capacitors are
insufficient.
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Energy Comparison
3500

Specific Energy-Wh/kg

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500

Gasoline

SO Fuel Cell

PEM Fuel Cell

Battery(LI)

Solar Cell

Flywheel

Capacitor

0

Figure 3: Specific energy of different types of energy storage technologies (Ref: 7 & 8)

While recent advancements in flywheel technology (Ref: 9) offer promise for the future, in the
near term Hydrogen-based fuel cell technology appears to be the only viable option. Table 3 indicates the
advantages and disadvantages of various fuel options. Table 4 also shows the weight comparison between
energy storage technologies for the sample mission. Propulsive efficiency for engine, propeller and fuel
cell is not included in this comparison. According to Figure 4, capacitors and conventional batteries have
excessive weight and they are not feasible to be used to provide energy for the aircraft.
Compared to conventional fuel sources such as internal combustion engines or batteries, fuel
cells have various advantages. There are also some disadvantages facing developers and the
commercialization of fuel cells as well. These advantages and disadvantages are listed separately below.
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Table 3: Comparison of fuel options advantages and infrastructure (Ref: 9, 10 & 11)

Internal
Combustion

Fuel Cell
Technology

Electricity
Technology

Flywheel
Technology

Applications

Good

Environmentally
Friendly
Low

Hard

Very good

Low

Light
vehicles

High

Easy

Okay

Medium

Natural
Gas

Medium

Medium

Good

Medium

H2 Gas

Medium

None
Required

Poor

Very

Residential,
portable
applications
Residential,
stationary
vehicles
Light
vehicles,
busses

H2 Liquid

High

None
Required

Very Poor

Medium

Metanol/
Etanol

High

Easy

Okay

Medium

Litium
Ion
Power B.
Litium
Ion
Energy B.
Super
Capacitor

Okay

None
Required

Okay

Medium

Okay

None
Required

Okay

Medium

Okay

None
Required

Okay

Medium

Okay

None
Required

Okay

Medium

Okay

None
Required

Okay

High

Safety
Issues

Ease of
Reforming

Availability

Diesel

Medium

Very hard

Gasoline

Medium

Metanol/
Etanol

Ultra
Capacitor
(Pie-inthe-sky)
Flywheel
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Light and
heavy
vehicles

Light
vehicles,
busses
Residential,
portable
applications
Light
vehicles,
busses
Light
vehicles,
busses
Light
vehicles,
busses
Light
vehicles,
busses
Light and
heavy
vehicles

Table 4: Performance of different type of fuel cells (Ref: 9 & 11)

Electrolyte

AFC

DMFC

MCFC

PAFC

PEMFC

SOFC

Potassium
Hydroxide

Polymer
Membrane

Immobilized
Liquid
Molten
Carbonate

Immobilized
Liquid
Phosphoric
Acid

Ion
Exchange
Membrane

Ceramic

Operating
Temperature

60-90 C

60-130 C

650 C

200 C

80 C

1,000 C

Efficiency

45-60%

40%

45-60%

35-40%

40-70%

50-75%

Typical
Electrical
Power

Up to 20 kW

< 10 kW

> 1 MW

> 50 kW

Up to 250
kW

> 200
kW

Possible
Applications

Submarines
Spacecraft

Portable
Applications

Power
stations

Power
Stations

Vehicles,
small
stationary

Power
Stations

o

o

o

o

o

o

Energy Storage Comparison
1000

Energy Storage - Wfuel (kg)

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

Figure 4: Energy Storage Weight Comparison for Sample Mission (Ref: 8 & 9)
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Gasoline

SO Fuel
Cell

PEM Fuel
Cell

Battery(LI)

Solar Cell

Flywheel

Capacitor

0

Advantages:
•

Fuel cells eliminate pollution caused by burning fossil fuels since the only byproduct is water.

•

If the hydrogen used comes from the electrolysis of water, then using fuel cells eliminates
greenhouse gases.

•

Fuel cells do not need conventional fuels such as oil or gas.

•

Hydrogen can be produced anywhere where there is water.

•

They have higher efficiency than diesel or gas engines.

•

Most of them operate silently, compared to internal combustion engines.

•

Low temperature fuel cells such as PEM and DMFC have low heat transmission so they are ideal
for military applications.

•

Operating times are much longer than with batteries, since doubling the operating time needs
only doubling the amount of fuel and not the doubling of the capacity of the unit itself.

•

There are few moving parts in the system so the maintenance is simple.

Disadvantages:
•

The production, transportation, distribution and storage of hydrogen is difficult.

•

The starting time and the refueling time of fuel cell vehicles are longer and the driving range is
shorter.

•

They are slightly bigger than comparable batteries or engines.

•

Fuel cells are currently expensive to produce, since most units are hand-made.

•

Some fuel cell materials are expensive.

•

The technology is not yet fully developed and not many options/products are available.
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Fuel cells generate electricity from an electrochemical reaction in which oxygen (air) and a fuel
(hydrogen) combine to form water. Fuel cells are used as a primary power source to run the electric
powered airplane in this design process. There are several different types of fuel cells but they are all
based on a central design.
Every fuel cell also has an electrolyte, which carries electrically charged particles from one
electrode to the other. Fuel cells are classified according to the nature of the electrolyte. Each type
requires particular materials and fuels, and is suitable for different applications. Some examples of fuel
cell electrolytes are listed below. A comparison of the technical performance of fuel cell types is shown in
Table 4.

•

Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFC)

•

Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFC)

•

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC)

•

Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC)

•

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC)

•

Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC)

•

Regenerative Fuel Cells (RFC)

•

Metal Air Fuel Cells (MAFC)

Of the options, the Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) technology appears to be
the best choice for the aircraft due to its efficiency and power density. Another option would be solid
oxide fuel cell technology, but this technology is less mature and is not currently capable of delivering the
required power density.
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Both of the fuel cell approaches that are considered use hydrogen as the fuel. While there are
serious operational issues associated with this approach, it is the only approach that allows the design to
meet the minimum threshold requirements while using an electric motor.
The main drawback of the selected hydrogen fuel cell technology is the poor volumetric
density of the hydrogen needed. Constraints on available volume and storage tank mass limit the amount
of fuel that could be carried. To meet the mission requirements, the aircraft will require lightweight,
compact, safe, and cost-effective storage. There are several hydrogen storage technologies available.
However, there are challenges with each approach. Finding a solution to the hydrogen storage problem is
considered by many to be the foremost challenge for the hydrogen economy including electric powered
aircraft.
Fundamentally, there are three ways to store the hydrogen; gas, liquid and solid. Some
examples of hydrogen storage technologies are shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Current storage technologies: in terms of weight, volume and costs (Ref: 12)

H2 Storage
Technologies

Advantages

Gas-Hydrogen

Pressurized between 5,000 psi (~35 MPa)
and 10,000 psi (~70 MPa), energy density
increases at higher pressures, cost efficient

Larger and heavier, can store less
hydrogen: 0.030 kg/L

Liquid-Hydrogen

Denser and higher energy content, can
store more hydrogen: 0.070 kg/L

Takes energy to liquefy hydrogen,
and the tank insulation required to
prevent hydrogen loss, boil-off
issues, expensive to provide and
can operate in lesser pressure
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Disadvantages

While solid hydrogen storage as a hydride has potential, this technology does not have the
performance needed. It may be possible to use high pressure gas storage technology but the high mass of
high pressure storage vessels may be prohibitive. Therefore, the only option that appears reasonable is
liquid hydrogen storage.
According to the trade studies, the best hydrogen technology which is liquid hydrogen will be
applied to the aircraft. Hydrogen is the lightest chemical element and offers the best energy to weight
ratio of any fuel. The major drawback to using hydrogen is that it has the lowest storage density of all
fuels. It is possible to compress hydrogen and store it in containers onboard a vehicle that could be
refilled with relative ease. The classification of pressure tanks to store the hydrogen is shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Classification of pressure tanks (Ref: 12)

Tank types

Advantages

Disadvantages

Type I
Metal tank
(steel/aluminum)

Cost efficient, easy to design:
typical industrial hydrogen
cylinders, capable of liquid or
gas H2 storage.

Low strength materials result in highest
mass approach.

Type II
Metal tank
(aluminum/steel) with glass
fiber/aramid or carbon fiber
flament

Capable of gas H2 storage.
Simple approach to improve
gas storage performance.

High mass approach.
Serious structural issues with cryogenic
fluids.
Difficult to design for cryogenic fluids

Type III
Composite Tanks,
fiberglass/aramid or carbon
fiber with a metal liner
(aluminum or steel)

Capable of gas H2 storage
May be possible to store liquid
H2.
Moderate mass approach

Serious structural issues with cryogenic
fluids.
Difficult to design for cryogenic fluids.

Type IV
Composite tanks such as
carbon fiber with a polymer
liner (thermoplastic)

Capable of liquid or gas H2
storage.
Lowest mass approach.
Lowest cost approach.

May have H2 gas leak issues.
Requires specialized technology to
overcome cryogenic structural issues.
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Composite tanks can provide the best hydrogen storage performance, which will be essential
for this aircraft design (Ref: 7, 8 & 12). Specifically, this aircraft will use a Type IV composite tank to
minimize tank mass and cost.
Hydrogen storage technology offers great promise and improvements. However, additional
research is still required to better understand the mechanism of hydrogen storage in materials to
overcome critical challenges related to capacity, management of heat during refueling, cost, and life cycle
impacts. Two examples of Type IV hydrogen storage tanks produced by GTL Company (Ref: 7) are given in
Figure 5 and Figure 6 with their specifications in Table 7 and Table 8.

Figure 5: GTL’s High Pressure Gaseous Propellant Tank (Ref: 7)
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Figure 6: GTL’s Supra-Tank (Ref: 7)

Table 7:: Specifications of GTL’s High Pressure Gaseous Propellant Tank (Ref: 7)

Specifications
Materials

T700 Carbon fiber / epoxy

Pressure (MEOP)

5000 psia

Minimum Burst Pressure

10,000 psia

Contents

Gaseous He or H2

Volume

~ 19 cu ft

Size

3 ft OD x 4 ft long

Mass

~ 354 lbm dry (including skirts) / ~300 lbm (without skirts)

Tank Performance

~ 15.8 lb/ft

3

Optional Upgrade
Materials

T1000 Carbon fiber

Mass

~ 260 lbm dry (including skirts) / ~221 lbm (without skirts)

Tank Performance

~ 11.6 lb/ft

3
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Table 8: Specifications of GTL’s Supra-Tank (Ref: 7)

Specifications
Materials

T1000 Carbon fiber / BHL technology

Pressure (MEOP)

80 psia

Minimum Burst Pressure

120 psia

Contents

Liquid hydrogen LH2

Volume

~2.4 cu ft

Size

1.5 ft OD x 2 ft long

Mass

~6.7 lb

Tank Performance

~ 2.8 lb/ft (~3 lb/ft including insulation)

3

3

GTL Company designed storage tanks both for gas and liquid form of hydrogen. According to
the comparison between two tanks, it is clear that high pressure imposes a serious weight penalty on the
system. This means that the liquid hydrogen tank can carry more hydrogen for a fixed total system mass,
which is essential for aircraft performance. This will be a good solution to the weight and balance
problems of the electric aircraft.
With a boiling point of -423 F (-253 C), liquid hydrogen is one of the coldest cryogenic
propellants. This low temperature introduces several hazards for the aircraft, including potential for cold
burns and frostbite. Liquid hydrogen can even cause the surrounding air to liquefy, enhancing the risk of
cold related injuries, but also producing a fire and explosion hazard even without a hydrogen leak.
However, gasoline also has some safety issues; so as long as required precautions are provided, hydrogen
usage will continue to improve.
One of the drawbacks of liquid hydrogen is insufficient refueling network. While there is
currently no liquid hydrogen fueling system at public airports, this technology could be available in the
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near term. This potential can be seen in the recent growth in hydrogen-based automotive systems. For
example, California and Norway are building hydrogen highways. Currently, the Californian highway
comprises 23 fuel-cell stations. However, liquid-hydrogen refueling is still in its earliest stages. For
example, there are only two liquid-hydrogen stations in the entire United States. One of these is at
BMW’s testing centre in Los Angeles and the other one is in Washington DC. In the near future, some fuelcell network could be provided at the airports since this is already done for cars. Moreover, highways
have more safety issues than airports, indicating that installation at airports could be easier.
Based of all these trade studies that have been done so far, the main propulsion system for the
electric aircraft will be powered by hydrogen fuel cell technology. Specifically, the design will use PEM
technology to convert the hydrogen into electricity. The hydrogen in the aircraft will be stored in liquid
form in a high performance cryogenic composite pressure vessel.
It should be noted that another option that was considered was a hybrid-electric drive system,
similar to those used in automobiles. However, unlike cars, the aircraft will generally maintain a constant
speed and will not be subject to the regular starts/stops that aid hybrid-electric efficiency. This means
that there would be little benefit to a hybrid-electric system in an aircraft. Since it would essentially be
just an alternate configuration of a conventional engine, it was not considered as a suitable option for this
electric aircraft.

Secondary Trade Studies
After reviewing all the different types of aircraft that are similar to the expected design, the main
configuration decision can now be made between the choices of tractor or pusher propeller position. Both
have advantages and disadvantages associated with airflow conditions over the aircraft profile, see
Table9.
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Table 9: Comparison of propeller positions (Ref: 4)

Propeller
Location

Nose

Advantage

Disadvantage

Easy to built, fewer issues with engine
cooling.

Vortex issues.

Good runway clearance

Cockpit noise issues.
Scrubbing drag.

Higher lift to drag ratio and higher
propeller trust.

Drag penalty, critical flow fields,
turbulent wake.

Good runway clearance.

Cockpit noise issues.
Weight and balance problem.

Top

Aerodynamically efficient on take-off,
higher propeller trust. Good runway
clearance and can land on water.

Tail

Aerodynamically efficient, high wing
efficiency, no prop-wash, better view
for pilot.Low cockpit noise.

Potential runway interference during
landing or take-off.

Aerodynamically efficient, high wing
efficiency, no prop-wash, better view
for pilot.Good runway clearance.

May have pitch trim issues.

Raised Tail

Wing

The conventional tractor layout is known to have less variation in the overall aircraft layout. The
traditional two-surface layout prevails with the main plane ahead of the control surfaces. On the other
hand, the pusher layout offers several options including tail or canard control surfaces. Considering
performance and esthetics, raised tail is the best option for the electric aircraft design. Canard types and
their characteristics are shown Table 10. It is clear that the selection of a canard versus a tail is both
configuration and mission dependent. Although a lifting canard, which really acts like an extra wing, is the
best choice between the canard types, the mission requirements of the electric aircraft do not require
having a canard. So, there will not be any plan or calculations related to this section.
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Table 10: Canard types and their characteristics (Ref: 4)

Canard Types

Characteristics

Lifting-canard

Requires high aspect ratio and greater airfoil camber.
Generates upload and extra lift.

Control-canard

Operates at zero A.O.A. It avoids the pitch up. It has poor
stealth characteristics

Close-coupled canard

Requires high A.R. Lower drag and higher lift.

Active vibration damping type
canard

Requires small canard surfaces for active vibration damping
system. It reduces adverse effects.

Since the conventional tail arrangement was selected, and then the difficulties appear at the rear
fuselage. While a twin boom layout can avoid the tail surfaces/propeller interference; this may complicate
the wing and fuselage structure. Therefore, a single tail boom was selected for the DA-II.
However, care must be taken with the placement of the rear-mounted propeller, since propeller
impact with the runway must be avoided during takeoff rotation. While this indicates that the propeller
centerline should be elevated above the aircraft centerline, this location has significant balance and trim
effect. For this DA-II aircraft, a single boom fuselage with raised propeller mounted on the vertical tail
was selected. The basic structural layout of the aircraft is detailed in Table 11.
Wings mounted on top provide some additional pitch. On the other hand, wings mounted in the
middle of the fuselage provide no moment arm but have a lower stability. Wings mounted on the bottom
provide the least stability but increase the maneuverability of the airplane. For DA-II, the maneuverability
is not so important. Moreover, there will be solar cells attached on the wings for an auxiliary power. High
wing allows more space for this application. Therefore, the high wing is the most efficient one for the
current requirements.
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Table 11: Comparison of conventional wing location (Ref: 4)

Wing
Locations

Advantages

Disadvantages
Pilot’s visibility may be blocked in a
turn, higher weight and drag

High

Aerodynamically efficient, has the
gliding and self righting characteristics,
gentle flight characteristics, allows
placing fuselage closer to ground, has
sufficient ground clearance

Middle

Lower drag, ground clearance as in the
high wing configuration, no blockage
of visibility, reduce the height of the
undercarriage and simplify
maintenance.

Wing root structure passing through
the fuselage may create weight
problem, stability issues

Low

Increased maneuverability, landing
gear can be located in the wing,
provide adequate ground clearance

Low ground clearance, requires
larger vertical tail area, provides least
stability

Regarding landing gear geometry, the choices are between the nose (tricycle) and the tail (tail
dragger) arrangements. Summary of landing gear types are given in Table 12. The tail wheel layout is
known to be lighter but introduces the possibility of ground looping.
It is clear that the major duties of the landing gear are to provide support for the airplane. It is
supposed to protect the propeller touching the ground. A good landing gear also lowers the shocks and
impacts during rough landing. According to these requirements, tricycle and tail dragger are the best to be
considered. Both of them suite the aircraft need during hard landings. The tricycle is chosen for DA-II since
the design requires good visibility over the nose and good steering on the ground.
The location of the various components of the propulsion system is the most significant
difference in configuration compared with conventional designs. In conventional designs, the propeller
and engine are closely positioned. However, in an electric system only the electric motor is connected to
the propeller. This motor is also much smaller than a typical internal combustion engine. Therefore, this
can be streamlined into the fuselage profile. The rest of the components in the electrical system can be
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located in convenient spaces on board. That way, an installation which has potentially less drag and
higher propeller efficiency can be created. It is well known that the electrical system requires less cooling
than the equivalent internal combustion engine and this can help reducing the aircraft drag. For this
design, as previously explained, the propeller location is chosen to be on the tail. According to that, it is
clear that the performance of the pusher configuration is the best option for the mission requirements.
For the main propulsion system, hydrogen fuel cell technology will be used. However, aircraft’s
wings and tail can be equipped with solar cells to provide an auxiliary power for the control systems in
cockpit during the day. During the night, since this is not possible, the only energy available will be from
the fuel cells and the batteries on board.

Table 12: Summary of landing gear types (Ref: 4)

Landing Gear Types

Tricycle

Tail-dragger

Ground-loop behavior

Stable

unstable

Visibility over the nose

Good

Poor

Floor attitude on the ground

Level

Not level

Medium

Low

Steering after touchdown

Good

Not good

Steering while taxiing

Good

Poor

Take-off rotation

Good

Good

Weight
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As it is known, a solar cell converts sunlight directly into electricity. It produces no emissions or
harmful waste and works completely silent. During the day, depending on the sun irradiance and the
inclination of the rays, light will be converted into electrical energy. A converter, called maximum power
point tracker, will ensure that the maximum amount of power is obtained from the solar panels. This
power will be used to power the onboard electronics, and secondly to charge the battery with surplus of
energy. There are few types of solar cell such as amorphous, mono-crystalline and multi-crystalline solar
cells. Their specifications are shown in Table 13. According to the table 13, the most efficient solar cell
technology which is mono-crystalline is used for the auxiliary power system to support onboard
electronics of the electric aircraft.

Table 13: Solar cell technology trade studies (Ref: 13 & 14)

Solar cell types

Advantage

Disadvantages

Amorphous
silicon

Thinner layers, lower production
cost

For small applications, limited
sensitivity to infrared light, only 13 %
efficiency

Monocrystalline
silicon

24 % efficiency, performs very well
since no boundaries between crystal
grains

Hard to arrange efficiently

Poly-crystalline
silicon

Cost efficient, cheaper to produce

Crystal defect, only 18 % efficiency,
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CHAPTER III
Aircraft Architecture
This conceptual design process is based on the combination of a fuel cell and solar cell
technologies. The solar cells are fixed on the wings and on the horizontal tail. They will supply auxiliary
energy for on-board power requirements. Fuel cell is the main power supply during flight. Electric engines
are quieter than internal combustion engines. Therefore, this approach will greatly reduce the noise
signature of the aircraft.
Aircraft sizing was created using published methods (Ref: 4, 5 & 15) with data inputs from a
comparative study of existing single-engine two/four place general aviation aircraft. Takeoff gross weight
was estimated at 1500 lb and cruise weight was calculated as 1470 lb. A relatively high aspect ratio was
selected to maximize the efficiency of the wing. While wing sweep is very important for high-speed
aircraft, the low speed of the DA-II does not require a swept wing. Considering the solar cell installation
for the auxiliary power of the aircraft, constant chord (λ=1) is chosen for DA-II. Below Figure 7 shows the
shape of the DA-II electric aircraft. More drawings of the DA-II electric aircraft can be found in the
Appendix.
During the selection of the aircraft configuration, the most significant criterion is the
requirement for high aerodynamic efficiency, such as low drag. This means that the external shape of the
aircraft will be profiled smoothly. The canopy/windscreen discontinuity will be avoided and the landing
gear will be designed to retract. Also, the airflow interference areas, such the wing to fuselage, will be
minimized with appropriate fairings. Additionally, the design will make the use of the low profile electric
powered propulsion system to minimize engine and cooling drag.
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Figure 7: DA-II Electric powered aircraft (by the author)

Refined Weight Estimates
In Chapter II historical aircraft data were used to estimate weight for DA-II. Refined weight
estimates were obtained by iterative calculations (Ref: 5 & 16). Figure 8 shows results of these
calculations. Where the curves for the estimated values and the calculated numbers cross reveals an
improved estimate for the aircraft weight. Below equation illustrates the calculated aircraft weight (Ref: 5
& 16).
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where Wo is the calculated weight while WTO is the estimated value of the aircraft. The empty weight
fraction is also based on historical aircraft data as shown below (Ref: 5 & 16).
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3.2

Aircraft Sizing Graph
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Figure 8: DA-II initial sizing graph (Ref: 5 & 16)

And the fuel weight fraction based on the range as in following equation (Ref: 5 & 16).
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The weight report for the electric aircraft is shown is Table 14. The weights of the people and
payload depend on the mission requirements. The mission of this aircraft requires two passengers/ crew
at minimum. A normal weight allowance for each person is 180 lb. Considering 40 lb of luggage yields
total weight of 400 lb for crew and payload. The empty weight fraction is determined according to the
engine and aircraft structure, whether it is metal, wood, composite or carbon fiber. The DA-II aircraft
structure is made of carbon fiber, as it is lighter and stronger. Therefore, the constant term, a, in equation
(3.2) is given as 1.15 (Ref: 5-Table 3.1). In equation (3.3), the factor of .975 represents the non-cruise
allowance.
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Table 14: Electric-aircraft weight report

Fuel Weight Fraction

0.1355

Empty Weight Fraction

0.599

TOTAL EMPTY WEIGHT

lb

887.3

Crew, Passengers, Payload

lb

400.0

TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT

lb

1489.0

The goal range is 1000 nm for the hydrogen electric aircraft. Estimated propulsive efficiency
during cruise of ηp is 85 percent. For the initial calculation L/D is chosen as 15. For the initial weight, 1500
lb, is used to calculate the actual gross weight of the aircraft, which is 1489 lb. However, for the rest of the
conceptual design calculations of the DA-II electric aircraft, weight of 1500 lb was accepted and
calculations were done using this amount of weight.

Determination of Characteristic Parameters
Wing Geometry
According to D. Raymer, based on historical trends, desired wing loading (W/S) was determined
as 17 by aircraft type (Ref: 5, p.95). In this case, wing area is the ratio of the takeoff gross weight divided
by the takeoff wing loading as it is shown in equation (Ref: 5 & 16).
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3.3

The result is 88.24 sq.ft. This allows calculating the stall speed with the given equation below (Ref: 5 &
16).
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That is equal to 59.9 kts. However, according to the GA requirements, maximum stall speed is 61 kts and
the value of 59.9 kts was so close to this limit. Therefore, stall speed was re-determined as about 54 kts.
To find the maximum lift coefficient (CL), 2-D airfoil the maximum lift coefficient was obtained from the
airfoil data sheet, which was 1.7 (Ref: 17, NACA-64-212). By using this data, the maximum lift coefficient
was calculated (Ref: 5 & 16).
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CL max was found as 1.53. Then, inserting the values into the equation below (Ref: 5 & 16), required wing
area was calculated.
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So, the wing planform area was found as of to be 101.3 square feet.
The taper ratio, λ, is one of the important wing parameter that is the tip chord length divided by
the root chord length. For the un-tapered wing, the taper ratio is 1 (Ref: 5 & 16). An un-tapered wing
tends to stall starting at the root which makes the airplane more controllable. The un-tapered wing has an
advantage comparing tapered one. However, the wing of the aircraft gets heavier. Tapered wing is also
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used to change the span wise lift distribution, which is a desired effect on drag as long as it is done
correctly. However, the most important reason behind choosing the un-tapered wing was the solar
panels. The solar panels were attached on the wings to provide auxiliary power source. The span of the
wing, b, root cord, CRoot, and tip cord, CTip, are also illustrated with following equations (Ref: 5 & 16).
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The wing sweep, Λ, is another important consideration that also can affect aircraft appearance. If
the wing sweep is larger than it is actually necessary, the aircraft will lose lift. The sweep wing has an
aerodynamic advantage above 400 kts. The DA-II electric aircraft will not fly in high speeds because of the
weight challenges. Finally, straight wing was selected for the design simplicity.
With the aircraft mean aerodynamic cord, MAC, the best center of gravity was determined. Using
to that calculation the wing location was determined with respect to each other to make sure the aircraft
was stable. The length of the MAC of the aircraft is calculated using the equation below (Ref: 5 & 16). CG
and weight information of the DA-II can be found in Appendix.
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25 percent of MAC is a good typical center of gravity (CG) location assuming pitch stability and reasonable
handling qualities (Ref: 5 & 16). CG information of the DA-II aircraft can be found in Appendix. Table 15
shows the wing geometry values of the electric aircraft.
No dihedral angle was used in the wing design. High dihedral degree allows the airplane more
stable in roll. However, the airplane becomes less responsive to roll commands. For the high wing aircraft,
the dihedral angle is normally between 0 and 2 degrees (Ref: 5 & 16) and 0 degree is chosen for the DA-II.

Table 15: Wing specifications of the electric-powered aircraft

Wing Geometry
W/S- Wing Loading

14.81

S -Wing Area

sq.ft

A -Aspect Ratio

101.3
16

b -Wing Span

ft

λ- Taper

40.26
1

Λ- Sweep

degree

Croot- Root Cord

ft

2.51

Ctip - Tip Cord

ft

2.51

Ĉ- MAC

ft

2.51

Dihedral

degree
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Airfoil Selection
Determining the airfoil is very important stage in design. It has a big affect on the aircraft’s lift,
drag, and stability especially near the stall, and also on the weight of the aircraft.
A NACA airfoil 64-212 is used for the main wing of the DA-II. It is chosen because of its high
maximum lift coefficient and very low drag over the DA-II range of operating conditions. It is designed to
have laminar flow over 60 to 70 percent of chord (Ref: 15, 17 & 18). The airfoils used for the vertical and
horizontal tails are both NACA 0009. Figure 9 illustrates the NACA 64-212 airfoil.
Using the wing loading equation given previously, the lift coefficient during cruise can be found
(Ref: 5 & 16).
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where q is the dynamic pressure, which is calculated using air density and flight velocity at cruise. The
cruise lift coefficient is calculated with following equation (Ref: 5 & 16).
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Angle of attack is calculated to make sure the airfoil is placed to the fuselage correctly to create
lift and eliminate the unwanted drag during the cruise. The angle of attack of the electric aircraft is
determined by using the equation below (Ref: 5 & 16).
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A is the aspect ratio and αzerolift is obtained from the airfoil data (Ref: 17). The results are shown in Table 16
are similar to the conventional single engine GA airplanes.

Figure 9: A plot of the coordinates for the NACA 64-212 (Ref: 17)

Table 16: Specifications of the lift coefficients of the aircraft

Lift Coefficient

CL max

1.530

CL cruise

0.189
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Tail Geometry
A V-tail configuration was taken into consideration in the early stages of the design. However, Vtails require complex control system because of the coupled pitch and yawing moments. Therefore, T-tail
arrangement with the horizontal tail up high was chosen for this design. It is away from the wake and
downwash of the wing so the tail works better. NACA 0009 airfoil sections are selected for both the
horizontal and vertical tails based on thickness and lift characteristics (Ref: 15 & 16). Figure 10 illustrates
the NACA 0009 airfoil.
Using the tail volume coefficient is the best way to calculate the vertical and horizontal tail areas,
SVT and SHT. Combining the tail moment arm length, L, the wing span, b, and the wing MAC horizontal and
vertical tail size, the horizontal and vertical tail size are calculated as shown below (Ref: 5 & 16).

Figure 10: A plot of the coordinates for the NACA 0009 (Ref: 19 )
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To determine the horizontal and vertical tail coefficients, CHT and CVT, the measurements of
successfully designed airplanes are used (Ref: 16). For a typical conventional aircraft, horizontal coefficient
is 0.7, and the vertical coefficient is 0.04 (Ref: 5 & 16). As with the wing, the tail surfaces were designed
with zero taper and zero degree sweep angle. The tail specifications of the aircraft are shown in Table 17.

Table 17: Tail specifications of the electric aircraft

Tail Geometry
A - Horizontal Tail Aspect Ratio

4.00

A - Vertical Tail Aspect Ratio

2.00

λ - Horizontal Taper

1

λ - Vertical Taper

0.8

Cht - Horizontal Volume Coefficient

0.70

Cvt - Vertical Volume Coefficient

0.04

SHT - Horizontal Tail Area

sq ft

15.38

SVT - Vertical Tail Area

sq ft

14.05

LVT - Vertical tail arm

ft

12.03
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Fuselage Size
How big the fuselage should be is important and that is calculated based on the sized take off
gross weight as shown in following equation (Ref: 5 & 16).

g  3.6
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Moreover, the layout is done finding the aircraft length based on fitting everything inside, and making a
smooth faired shape from nose to tail. The shorter the fuselage, the larger a tail it requires to get the
desired tail volume coefficient increasing the wetted area. Table 18 indicates the specifications of
fuselage.
While not terribly large, the normal fuel tanks carry 10-20 % of the aircraft’s weight in a typical
aircraft. However, since the fuel cell is considered, larger space is required to power the DA-II. Allowable
fuel is calculated by using the equation below (Ref: 5 & 16).
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Table 18: The fuselage size of the aircraft

Fuselage Size

Length

ft

19.36

L Tail Arm

ft

12.03
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Drag Determinations
Drag for DA-II was calculated using the equation below (Ref: 5 & 16).

j  k [ K
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where q is dynamic pressure and CD is drag coefficient and they were calculated with the following
equations (Ref: 5 & 16).
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where ρ (rho) is air density that reduces as the altitude increased or the air gets hotter. The parasitic drag
coefficient, CDo, is part of the drag coefficient and does not change when the lift changes. K is the dragdue-to-lift factor.
l
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The Oswald number for the single engine airplane is calculated as following (Ref: 5)

B  1.78 1 3 0.045 U<.no  3 0.64

3.22

The parasitic drag is related to the total wetted area which can be estimated by using an aspect ratio to
the wing area. Ratio of total wetted area to wing area, Swet/Sref, can be obtained based on historical data
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(Ref: 16). In this case, this ratio is chosen to be as 3.8 for the single engine aircraft. Then, the parasitic drag
coefficient can be determined from the following equations (Ref: 5 & 16).

k!  

K0*
K

3.23

Following formula is lift coefficient (Ref: 5 & 16).

N  g6[ K

3.24

Table 19 illustrates some of the results of the calculations. Figure 11 below illustrates the Lift-toDrag ratio versus airspeed. Dividing the aircraft drag at a given speed into lift gives the aircraft lift to drag
ratio, L/D. For economical flight it is necessary to fly at the speed close to maximum L/D. For the aircraft,
this speed is very slow due to the low drag characteristics. Figure 12 shows the drag polar of the DA-II.

Table 19: Drag Determination

Drag Determination
Swet/Sref - Wetted Area Ratio

3.80

Cfe - Equivalent Skin Friction Coefficient

0.0060

e - Oswald Number

0.6122

K - Drag-due-to-lift-Factor

0.0325

Cdo - Zero Lift Drag Coefficient

0.02280

L/D max- Maximum Lift-to Drag Ratio

18.37
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Lift-to-Drag Ratio versus True Airspeed
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Figure 11: Lift-to-Drag ratio versus airspeed (by the author)
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Figure 12: Lift coefficient versus drag coefficient (by the author)
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Power Requirement
Based on the existing aircraft data, power loading was calculated with the equation below, which
is the weight of the aircraft divided by its power as it is illustrated in the equation below (Ref: 5 & 16).

pc







3.25

Using the historical airplane data and statistics, for the retractable gear smooth design, values of ‘a’ is 680
and ‘c’ is - .79 (Ref: 5 & 16). Using this equation helps to estimate the required power loading based on
the desired maximum speed. The maximum speed was estimated to be 160 kts. Results obtained from the
previous equations are shown in Table 20.
The weight of the aircraft is 1500 lb. According to that, horsepower required is determined for
the DA-II electric aircraft. It is calculated with the gross weight is divided by the power loading Ref: 5 &
16). Table 21 shows the power information of the DA-II. Combining the equations provided by now, L/D
can be calculated using the following formula (Ref: 5 & 16).
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Lift-to-drag ratio shows the aircraft’s aerodynamic cleanliness. In level flight, the lift is equal to weight; in
that case L/D carries big importance for the drag. Using this equation, it is possible to get the total drag of
the aircraft (Ref: 5 & 16).
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Table 20: Power required for the electric-powered aircraft

Power Requirement
Vmax - Maximum Level Flight Speed

kts
ft/sec

160
270.04

Wo - Gross Weight

lb

1500

Ρ - Takeoff air density

slugs/ft^3

W/hp - Power Loading

lb/hp

12.34

P/Wo - Power to Weight Ratio

Hp/lb

0.08104

P - Power Required

hp

0.002377

121.6

Table 21: The power information of the aircraft

Engine Sizing and Selection
Horsepower Required

hp

121.6

Engine Chosen-100 kw

hp

133

Engine RPM max

rev/min

Engine Weight

lb

5000
90

Landing Gear Design
The undercarriage of the aircraft is expected to be straightforward and very simple. Therefore a
value of 4.45 percent take off gross weight, which is typical of light aircraft, is preferred. Landing gear
mass is calculated as 4.45 percent of the take off gross weight which is 66.75 lb. For the aircraft balance, it
is assumed that 15 percent of this mass is attributed to the nose unit which is 10.02 lb, leaving 56.73 lb at
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the main unit position. The diameter of the tires was decided to be 10 inch for the nose gear and 12 inch
for the main landing gears.
A tricycle landing gear layout is used for the aircraft. The main gear of the aircraft consists of two
main struts which incorporates a single wheel design. The aircraft weighs less than 50,000 pounds.
Therefore, it is supported by a single conventional strut-based and single wheel design on the main and
nose gear.
The space chosen for the wheel is optimized to allow for the expansion of the tire during takeoff.
This allows cooling air to lower the temperature of the tire after retraction.
Carbon brakes are preferred for the main gear. Compared to steel, they can dissipate heat more
effectively and they have higher brake efficiency during usage. Carbon brakes are less heavy and their
maintenance is cost efficient. To eliminate the locking during landing on icy or wet runway, an antiskid
system is used for the breaks.

Electric Propulsion System
The main challenge of the electric powered aircraft is the storage of electrical energy. Batteries
are too heavy to be used in general aviation aircraft as the main power source.
The electric airplane is environmentally clean. It is more reliable and the operating systems are
easier to integrate. There have been a number of aircraft designed using solar panels as the power source
so far. However, they cannot succeed flying over a long range. The desire to have clean power systems,
however, has allowed the development of alternatives to the traditional lead-acid battery.
A fuel cell is a device that converts the chemical energy stored in a source fuel into electrical
energy without burning the fuel as opposed to conventional combustion systems. It is highly efficient, has
harmless emissions, and is very quiet. The most importantly, it is hundred percent environmentally clean.
Therefore, the fuel cell is used as a main power system for this aircraft design.
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The fundamental operation of a fuel cell is similar to a traditional battery. The essential
difference between a battery and a fuel cell is to perform the chemical reaction continuously. The fuel cell
is fed with hydrogen. After the electrons are removed, the spent hydrogen protons pass through an
electrolyte to combine with oxygen to form pure water, an environmentally acceptable emission. There
are several types of electrolytes that are suitable for this application, including the solid polymer and
proton exchange membrane (PEM) types. However, PEM is preferred for the DA-II aircraft propulsion
system since it has high fuel flexibility and efficiency (Ref: 9).
It is not necessary to know the precise details of the construction of a fuel cell for this project.
The important thing to know is that the fuel cell requires hydrogen and oxygen. The oxygen can be easily
obtained from the ambient atmosphere. However, the challenge of the fuel cell system is how to store
the hydrogen. Hydrogen is generally stored as either a pressurized gas or as a cryogenic liquid. Hydrogen
gas can be highly pressurized, but its volume is still an issue and the weight of the storage tank can be a
major issue. However, liquid hydrogen provides better propellant density, which reduces tank volume
(Ref: 2). Moreover, the combination of low pressure and low volume minimizes the weight of the storage
tank. Therefore, liquid form of the hydrogen is used as the power system for the DA-II electric aircraft
even though it imposes some extra requirements on the aircraft due to the cryogenic temperature of
liquid hydrogen.
Several components are required for liquid hydrogen PEM fuel cell system. These are shown
diagrammatically in Figure 13. In this system, liquid hydrogen is stored in an insulated cryogenic tank. First
of all, the hydrogen is passed through a heat exchanger to vaporize the fuel. Later on, it passes through a
humidifier to humidify the gas before entering the fuel cell. During this process, the ambient air is
compressed in a single stage compressor. This process takes place before the air actually passes through
an after cooler to remove the heat of compression. Then, the air goes through a humidifier. This happens
before the air enters the fuel cell. The heat exchanger in the system removes the waste heat from the fuel
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cell since it may be used to preheat the hydrogen in an optimized system. Finally, the separator removes
the water from the fuel cell air exit stream and uses it to humidify the incoming flows.
The fuel cell stack for the DA-II has ability to provide the 100 kW to the electric motor. Before the
power reaches the engine, it goes through the control box which provides the overall system control
including the input to the motor, the start-up sequence, the power-down control and the system
condition monitoring. The fuel cell also provides the additional power for the compressor which is the
second most power intensive system after the primary motor. The fuel cell used for the DA-II’s system is
the proton exchange membrane (PEM) technology. This is the most advanced, lightest weight fuel cell
technology for aircraft applications currently. More information can be found in (Ref: 9 & 20).

LH2

HX

Humidifier
Fuel
Cell

Ambient
Air
Compressor

Seperator

Humidifier
Water
Fuel Cell
HX

Aftercooler

Waste Heat

Figure 13: Block Diagram of Liquid Hydrogen PEM Fuel Cell (Ref: 21)
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Technology is moving fast and in the future this block diagram may change and the system may
become simpler. Considerable research work is currently being done to make this change possible to use
a less complicated system of fuel cell in the favor of the transportation. Even if the system becomes
simpler and less complicated, the principle of the hydrogen process will still be unaffected. Below Table
22 illustrates the application of fuel cell system to the electric propulsion.
There will be solar cells attached to the wing to provide extra power for some flight controls in
the cockpit. They will also be used as a starter for the electric engine when it is necessary. In emergency
situation, they will also be used during landing. The type of solar cells is the mono-crystalline silicon. Each
2

of them has a 100 cm surface. They are selected for their lightness, flexibility and efficiency. These solar
cells have the energy efficiency of 25 percent. It could have been higher than that if there was no weight
problem. That means more solar cells would be required. That would have created additional weight for
the DA-II. However, this is not necessary because the major power of the aircraft is fed from the hydrogen
fuel cells. However, for the most critical stage, the major constraint of the project is storing energy in the
lithium polymer batteries. At the present stage, the maximum energy density is 220 Wh/kg. The battery
efficiency is 98 percent (Ref: 14 & 22). Below Table 23 provides the information regarding solar cells
covering the wings.
According to the table, solar cells on wings and horizontal tails can provide 216 Watt energy.
However, the efficiency of solar cells is only 25 percent (Ref: 14). Total energy stored is only 53 Watt from
the total area of 116.48 square feet. This energy is stored with lithium-ion battery as mentioned above.
During the day, depending on the sun rays, solar cells convert the light into electrical energy. A
Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT), which is a converter, makes sure that the maximum amount of
power is obtained from the solar panels (Ref: 23). This power is used firstly to power the onboard
electronics and secondly to charge the battery with additional energy.
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Table 22: Application of fuel cell system to the electric propulsion

Component

Mass (lb)

Dimensions (in)

Fuel cell

360

14.9 x 6.2 x 18.1

Compressor

10

7 dia. × 7

Inverter

11

14.96 × 14.37 × 4.69

Motor

90

11 dia. × 9.94

Liquid H2

27

105 x 105 x 105

Total

498

Table 23: Estimate of the solar panel weight and power output

Area
(sq.ft)

Weight
(lb)

Wattage
(Watt)

Solar Cell Data

10.76

0.02

2

Wing

101.3

2.07

187.8

Horizontal Tail

15.33

0.30

28.35

Technical Specification of the Fuel System
In this project, for the hydrogen fuel cell system described and shown in Table 23, the estimated
system mass of 360 lb will be used in this design of the aircraft considering of 70 percent efficiency of
PEM fuel cell. Estimated range was assumed to be 500 nautical mile and that will take about 3 hours with
maximum speed of 160 knots which is 174 mile per hour. According to that, the amount of cryogenic
hydrogen was calculated as it was shown in Table 22. While the total weight of propulsion is heavy
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compared to a conventional internal combustion engine, the fuel cell technology is relatively immature. It
is expected that future versions will have improved weight performance.
The liquid hydrogen weight used during the flight period has to be added to the system mass.
Estimates suggest that 29 lb will be required assuming 83 percent of fuel conversion efficiency of the
liquid hydrogen and its heat loss of 142 MJ per kg. This will need a tank size of 6.9 cubic ft. Using GTL’s
tank sizing parametrics (Ref: 7), it is expected that a GTL Supra-tank of this size would weigh about 20 lb
including insulation. Allowing for system installation of the propeller mass of 26lb and the constant smart
pitch controller mass of 0.6lb bring the propulsion mass to about 524.6 lb.

Engine and Propeller Selection
The engine is selected from a modern electrical engine company of UQM Technologies. The more
information related to the engine performance and power efficiency can be found in Appendix C. It is a
very efficient brushless permanent magnet motor with the high power density. It operates at up to 100
kW (133 hp). It is capable of operating at 5000 rpm as its maximum speed. It weighs 90 lb with maximum
efficiency of 94 percent. (Ref: 24 & 25).
Engine choice is done by the need of sufficient power and performance comparable to the
conventional GA aircraft. It is reasonable and requires very low maintenance. The propeller is from airmaster technologies. It has the constant speed and matches with engine. It is a 3-blade-propeller, which
can provide sufficient amount of efficiency (Ref: 26).
A 3-blade propeller is chosen for the airplane design since it has the performance at a specific
combination of aircraft forward speed and engine rotational speed. The propeller has an efficiency of 85
percent at cruising speeds which is acceptable for the DA-II. It has a diameter of 60 inches and weight of
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26 lb. Below Figure 14 illustrates the propeller efficiency versus values of various velocities. This
calculation is based on Pe max=133 hp, Dp=60 inch and ηo=.85.
The electric motor speed can be changed from the cockpit with the controller to match the
propeller requirements. This is not easy to do with a conventional internal combustion engine, but is a
simple feature for the DA-II propulsion system. For example, with the electrical engine, higher motor
speed can be acquired for the take-off phase. This produces a thrust boost for take-off since the propeller
performance can account for this change. Additionally, the DA-II electric motor does not require a gear
box, since its speed can be directly controlled with the electrical system. Propeller data is taken from the
manufacturers (Ref: 25). The specifications related the aircraft’s propulsive system is shown in Table 24.
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Figure 14: Calculated Propeller Efficiency (Ref: 27)
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Table 24: The analysis of the propulsion of the electric aircraft

Propulsion
Maximum Engine Power

hp

133

Propeller chosen-3 blade (diameter)

in

60

ft

5

Propeller Weight

lb

26

Vtip - Propeller Tip Speed

ft/sec

724.74

Tip speed is calculated using the following equation and is found as less than 950ft/sec, which
does not exceed the sonic speed (Ref: 5 & 16).

*
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(

3.27
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where the n is the revolution per second and D is the diameter of the propeller in feet
The range, R, of a propeller-driven airplane cruising at constant lift coefficient is governed by the
following equation (Ref: 5 & 16).
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and where lift to drag ratio is illustrated with the equation below (Ref: 5 & 16).
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3.29

Between two different aircraft of the same weight, burning the same amount of fuel and flying at the
same speed, the one with the greatest lift-to-drag ratio covers more range. Thus, the best lift-to-drag
ratio was one of the driving factors in electric propulsion aircraft. Secondly, change occurs in hydrogen
consumption which is determined by calculating the energy requirement for the DA-II electric aircraft.
Energy requirement is calculated with the following equation (Ref: 6, 28 & 29).

C  y   


3.30

where, Pn is the power level for the interval n and tn is the time at the interval n. Total energy stored in
the electric aircraft is calculated with the equation below (Ref: 6, 27 & 28).

z 
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where, ηm is the efficiency of the energy conversion component m. Next, the equation solved for the total
operation weight is illustrated as following (Ref: 6, 8, 27 & 28).

!

 C ⁄'D
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where, EHC is the heat of combustion for hydrogen and it is equal to 142 MJ/kg. The volume of the
hydrogen depends on how it is stored. Hydrogen, here, is stored under pressure as liquid. Density for the
liquid hydrogen at barometric pressure, 1 atmosphere, is 4.23 lbs/cu. ft.
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Avionics
The automated flight control system is selected for the DA-II electric aircraft. The computer and
fuel cell control system is integrated into the DA-II. The engine and the fuel cell control system will allow
the DA-II to be completely automated. In case of failure of any of these systems, the pilot aboard will be
able to continue the mission. A global positioning system using satellites is also integrated in the
computer continuously updating the aircraft's position.

Aircraft Performance
For the aircraft, the performance is the key issue in the design process. It is necessary to
determine the overall performance to establish the viability of the aircraft. Estimations and calculations
for aerodynamics, weights, and propulsion system of the aircraft have been done. Following calculations
are done to get the results to determine the performance of the aircraft. The following addresses:

•

Stall speed,

•

Takeoff distance,

•

Rate of climb,

•

Maximum Level Flight Speed,

•

Maximum speed,

•

Cruise speed,

•

Range.

The Stall Speed: The stall speed was determined in Chapter-III under wing geometry as 54 kts. The
equation below shows the calculation of stall speed (Ref: 5 & 16).
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By using the stall speed, Vstall, different speeds of the airplane are determined.

Takeoff Distance: Takeoff distance was calculated by using takeoff parameter, T.O.P., which is the
combination of wing loading and power loading divided by the maximum lift coefficient, CLmax, as it is
shown in the equation below (Ref: 5 & 16) and the diagram showing take off distance versus take off
parameter is illustrated in Figure 15 (Ref: 5 & 16).
{. |. .  1.21
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Take off Distance vs Take off Parameter
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Figure 15: Take off Calculation Diagram (by the author)
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The Rate of Climb: The rate of climb was found using the equation (3.35) below (Ref: 5 & 16). Lift to drag
ratio, L/D, is calculated using the climb speed, V, to calculate the dynamic pressure, q as it is shown earlier
in equation (3.19) (Ref: 5 & 16). Maximum and the cruising speed are found following the same way. As it
is seen on the table, climb speed is pretty close to the general aviation airplanes. The rate of climb is
calculated as below (Ref: 5 & 16) and the result was 25.8 feet per second.
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where L/D is the lift-to-drag ratio and was given previously in equation (3.29). T is the thrust produced by
the aircraft which was found with the following equation (Ref: 5 & 16).

{
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where P is the engine power and ηp is the propeller efficiency.

Maximum Level Flight: Maximum level flight occurs when the maximum available trust is equal to drag. In
that case power available and power required are also equal at the same point which is the speed of 159.5
kts. For the aircraft, maximum level flight speed, Vmax level, is shown in Figure 14 and also Figure 15.

Cruise Speed: Cruise speed involves flying at a certain power setting. For internal combustion engines, the
cruise speed is usually the 75 percent of the maximum engine power. However, this is not the same for
the electric engines. Because both the electric motor and the controller are far more efficient than the
internal combustion engine in a regular vehicle, a large radiator and cooling system are not necessary.
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However, the motor must receive adequate cooling. Otherwise, as the wires in the circuitry of the motor
heat up, they become more resistant and so the motor becomes less powerful. Therefore, the system
cooling assures the maximum power. However, for the electric engines, it is good to reduce the power
down to 90 percent for the cruising speed (Ref: 8). The cruising speed was found as 155 kts using the
below equations (Ref: 5 & 16).
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where the P is the engine power, ηp is the propeller speed and D is the drag.

Range: Optimum cruise for an aircraft is defined as the velocity that requires the minimum amount of
fuel, or in this case, energy to fly a given distance. When using an internal-combustion engine, its poor
efficiency at relatively low power settings must be accounted for, so manufacturers tend to publish cruise
speeds that are a little higher than they could be. According to Breguet, the range can be expressed with
the following equation (Ref: 5 & 16).
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where V is the propeller efficiency, Cps is the power specific fuel consumption, L/D is the lift-to-drag ratio,
and Wi and Wf are the weight of the aircraft at the beginning and end of the flight, respectively. This
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equation is also applied to find the range of the electric aircraft. Although, it does not burn as much fuel
as in internal combustion engines, it still consumes some amount of fuel to drive the electric engine
through fuel cells. Its weight does not change as it is in conventional aircraft, either. Hydrogen is very light
in volume and its specific fuel consumption is 0.066 lb/hp.h (Ref: 8). However, the meaning of this
equation (3.39) still holds true and the best lift-to-drag ratio is one of the driving factors.
Figure 16 illustrates the range for IC engine using gasoline and the DA-II electric engine using
hydrogen. According to the graph, the maximum range is obtained with the speed of 75 kts. If the aircraft
was flying with the IC engine, the range would also be calculated by using the Raymer’s range equation
(3.39).
For the conventional aircraft, the specific fuel consumption is 0.35 lb/hp.h. There is still some
range difference between the aircraft using gasoline and hydrogen. The threshold was to obtain at least
500 nm at the speed of 160 kts. Figure 16 proves that this is achieved.
Figure 17 shows the aircraft weight comparison for IC engine and electric engine. It shows that the big
difference between two aircraft types is the fuel cell system including fuel cell stacks, fuel cell controller,
heat exchanger, inverter, compressor and DC converter. Electric aircraft has also solar arrays on its wings
and few pounds of lithium ion batteries on board. However, IC engine aircraft also uses little amount of
battery as starter. Concerning fuel, electric aircraft has least amount of fuel, hydrogen. However,
conventional aircraft catches the weight of the electric aircraft with its heavy IC engine and fuel weight.
Complete weight data of these parts can be found in Appendix. The rest of the performance information
is shown in Table 25.
Figure 18 shows the aircraft’s power available and power required at different speeds. The
power required increased until a certain point where the power required is equal to the power available.
This is the maximum achievable level-flight speed. The amount of the excess power at that point allows
the calculation of the maximum rate of climb.
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Figure 16: Range of the IC and electric aircraft in various flight speeds (by the author)
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Figure 17: Aircraft weight comparison between IC engine and electric engine (by the author)
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Table 25: The performance specifications of the designed aircraft

Performance
Vstall - Stall Speed of the Aircraft

kts

54.0

Takeoff Parameter T.O.P.

144.4

Takeoff Ground Roll

ft

1033.66

Takeoff to 50 ft

ft

1350.40

Landing Gr. Roll

ft

1224.25

Vv- Maximum Rate of Climb

fpm

1548

V ROCmax - Best Rate of Climb Speed

kts

64.16

Vmax level - Maximum Level Flight Speed

kts

159.5

Vcruise - Cruise Speed

kts

155.0
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Figure 18: The available and required power of the DA-II at various airspeeds (by the author)
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For the sea level, straight and level, flight performance, the thrust-drag versus aircraft forward
speed is shown in Figure 19 below. The difference between the thrust and drag curves, at a specific speed,
represents energy that is available for the pilot to either accelerate or climb of the aircraft. The extra
thrust provided at low speed by the fine pitch propeller is eroded as speed increases. The difference
between the thrust and drag curves shows the energy available for aircraft maneuver.
Using all the available extra energy to gain height provides the maximum rate of climb.
Multiplying (T – D) by aircraft speed and dividing by aircraft weight gives the maximum climb performance
of the aircraft at constant aircraft forward speed. The term [V(T −D)/W] is referred to as the specific excess
power, Ps. At sea level the maximum rate of climb versus aircraft speed is shown in Figure 20. Drag
increase in maneuvering flight has a significant effect on the aircraft specific excess power.
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Figure 19: Maximum speed of the aircraft (by the author)
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Rate of Climb vs. True Airspeed
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Figure 20: Rate of climb of the aircraft at sea level (by the author)
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CHAPTER IV
Results and Discussion
The two main sources of design uncertainty that were addressed in this thesis work were the
incomplete knowledge of the requirements for electric powered flight and the complexity of integrating
new technologies into an aircraft. The primary focus of this thesis was not on developing a dependable,
high performance flight vehicle but instead it was focused on the researching the applicability of electric
powered engines and the associated fuel cell and liquid hydrogen technologies. Traditional aircraft and
propulsion system design methodologies were applied throughout the design process to maximize
confidence in the DA-II design and performance. However, the care should be used in scaling these
results, since the effort did not examine DA-II scalability.
The Example on Page 9 summarizes the requirement to reach the threshold range. For the
baseline design with a gross take-off weight of 1500 lbs and the speed of 160 kts, the DA-II delivers a
range of approximately 500 nm using 29 lb of liquid hydrogen during the 3 hours of flight. While this is
much less than the performance range and endurance of similar internal combustion powered aircraft,
the baseline design represents a first generation approach and it is expected that electric aircraft
performance will increase as technology improves. To compare the DA-II performance to conventional IC
aircraft, a series of calculations were made. Using the Breguet’s range equation (3.39), the range of the
DA-II was calculated and plotted on page 63. Figure 16 shows the results of these calculations for the
various flight speeds.
While the DA-II gross take-off weight requirement is met with the PEM fuel cell system fueled by
liquid hydrogen, the constraint of tank volume of liquid hydrogen fuel results in a range that is about one
quarter that of the IC aircraft baseline case, illustrating the challenges associated with hydrogen as a fuel.
The volume available in the aircraft for hydrogen storage is a critical parameter. In order for a hydrogen-
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fueled aircraft to be practical, some other hydrogen storage techniques may have to be investigated and
employed.
While the liquid hydrogen case shows non-ideal range characteristics, it is capable of achieving
the gross take-off weight requirement due to its high energy density and low weight. In contrast, other
options such as lithium ion batteries or capacitors are incapable of meeting the gross take-off weight
requirement. The selected DA-II system has the potential to achieve the baseline gross take-off weight
while flying the desired range. This is the most advanced system of the energy technologies considered in
the performance projections. Note that it is possible to trade fuel weight for fuel cell weight and/or
system performance to relax the constraints on the fuel cell technology and still achieve conventional
range with the DA-II aircraft.
Unlike the conventional internal combustion GA airplanes, the electric DA-II’s performance levels
do not follow conventional trends as it is seen under the Aircraft Performance in Chapter-III. The design is
electric power limited, which limits its cruise speed and constrains the rate of climb. The DA-II prefers to
cruise at higher altitudes where the combination of specific fuel consumption, lift-drag ratios, and specific
range levels are more optimal.
The physical weight of the DA-II is 1073lb, which includes 542.29lb allocated to the propulsion
and power system including fuel cells, heat exchanger, controller, inverter, DC converter, air compressor,
motor and propeller, LH2 tank, battery, solar arrays and margin. The difference between the aircraft
weight and the propulsion and power system weight is 530.71lb, which is attributed to the aircraft body,
wheels, break system, etc. (Appendix-III). Since the maximum takeoff weight capacity of the DA-II is
1500lb, to increase the payload capacity of the electric aircraft, it would be necessary to decrease the
weight allocated to the propulsion and power system. This can only be accomplished if new technologies
evolve that will allow the miniaturization of the fuel cell components of the power system, in other words,
increasing the power and energy of the fuel cells while decreasing the physical weight of the fuel cells.
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Such a procedure would decrease the physical weight and increase the payload weight capacity of the DAII proportionally, while maintaining its 1500lb maximum takeoff weight capacity.
In conclusion, this study was performed to assess the impact of PEM fuel cell and liquid hydrogen
architectures on aircraft take-off weight and range for a small fuel cell-powered aircraft, such as the DA-II.
The results show that the DA-II has the potential of achieving an acceptable take-off weight and range.
That design proves that application of electric motors to air vehicles is feasible, though difficult.
For the future work, the DA-II still needs some CFD calculations, and the structural and system
checks, which was not possible during this study. A thorough and careful flight test program would also
need to be applied.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The objective of the effort was to show that electric-power technology could be used to produce
a viable general aviation aircraft. The DA-II provides an example of such an aircraft. The performance
analyses show that the DA-II can meet the threshold performance requirements. However, additional
technical improvements would be needed to achieve the performance goals. For example, research on
decreasing the weight of the fuel cell system through improving its specific energy would be useful.
Describing the vehicle structure of the DA-II, a more accurate design would also be necessary for future
research on the electric aircraft.
Automated flight control is certainly not a new technology. It has also been proven in a totally
automated aircraft. The avionics and logistics of this system appear to be manageable with today's
technology. However, the major unknown is the implementation of a fully automated system in the DA-II.
This should be researched for future studies. The DA-II design produced in this early design phase met all
required specifications. The DA-II is an environmentally clean and very efficient aircraft that can serve
aviation. Figure 21 below illustrates the final configuration of the DA-II electric aircraft.
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Figure 21: DA-II electric powered aircraft (by the author)
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Appendix-I
DA-II Electric Powered Aircraft
Top View
The sizes are in inches.
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Front View
The sizes are in inches.
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Side View
The sizes are in inches.
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Appendix-II
DA-II Electric Powered Aircraft

Inside configuration of the aircraft-I.
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Inside configuration of the aircraft-II.
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Inside configuration of the aircraft-III.
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Inside configuration of the aircraft-IV.
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Appendix-III
DA-II Electric Powered Aircraft
Weight Specifications of the DA-II Electric Powered Aircraft:

Nose reference
TOTAL
Total (minus copilot & fuel)
Component
Pilot
Copilot
Cargo
Hydrogen
Fuselage
Window
Doors
Wing
Wing solar array
Horizontal Tail
Tail solar array
Vertical Tail
Nacelle
Motor
Propeller
Nose Gear
Main Gear
Seats
Fuel Cell Stack
stack A (10)
Stack B (10)
Stack c (4)
Heat Exchanger
Battery
Fuel Cell Controller
Inverter
DC Converter
Dashboard
H2 Tank
Compressor
Margin
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Mass (lb)

X cg (inch)

1500
1277.5
Mass (lb)
180
180
40
29
121.1
25
20
121.6
2.1
13.8
0.3
12.6
10
90
26.6
10.0
56.7
30

12
114.9
120.3
X cg (inch)
66
66
120
160
119
35
72
122
122
284
276
276
264
258
252
35
135
66

150.00
150.00
60.00
7.1
2.2
2.2
11
3.9
10
20
9.9

87.5
102.7
117.8
102.7
77
77.6
77.7
78.3
30
160
135

104.9
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